
Human beings aredistinctive from all othercreatures for our ability tothink about thinking,specifically, thinking aboutour imminent end.  Thisidea of an ultimate end, notknowing what is to comeafterwards, shapes ourbehavior much more than itshould.  We plan and act inaccordance with how webelieve it will shape ourfuture.  Anticipatory stress,expectation propel usforward, out of the present,the now. We are constantlytaking ourselves out themoment.  Ironically, we plan the future, weexpect certain behavior, rewards, and outcomesout of every experience because we think thiswill provide us with the most fruitful worthwhilelife. If we’re not successful in society’s terms,how can we feel accomplished when we die? Thisactually produces the opposite effect.  Ratherthan attending to the present moment, we circleit, we step outside of it, outside of ourselves andanalyze it-a contradictory goal at heart.  By

philosophizing, we seize asense of control over whatultimately is and alwayswill be out of our control.The future moment is asunsure as death.  To trulybe in the moment is to fullyrelinquish control, whichsounds to most likechaining ourselves to thesituation, allowing it tojerk us in whateverdirection it takes.  Inreality, totallyrelinquishing control is thetruest freedom we canexperience.  It is pure andhonest; it is not chasinganything, rather it accepts and exists.  Alan Wattsarticulates this exact thought in Wisdom of

Insecurity: A Message for an Age of Anxiety.  Ibelieve it’s a beautiful and necessary sentiment,particularly for those passionate about art.  Whatis art, but an expression of an ineffable humantruth?  Art is inquiry without offering answers orsolution.  Often language can ruin a moment anda truth that can only be communicated with alook, an intention, or feeling. Why is this?
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Because language is a construct, something we useto apply to experiences bigger than ourselves, tomake sense of a mysterious universe beyond ourcapacity, “Thus all “explanations” of the universecouched in language are circular, and leave themost essential things unexplained and undefined”(48).  We are all part of something much largerthan ourselves and language, schematic thinking ingeneral is our way of feeling we have control overall elements.  Language used as a tool tocommunicate an end, an absolute often times ruinsthe beauty of the words themselves.  How does oneexplain the experience of reading a poem andagainst one’s will, feeling something withoutunderstanding the message, the aim of it?Creativity comes from acknowledgment andacceptance of the moment without judgment sothat we can fully participate, rather than attempt(and fail) to shape the moment ourselves.  I am an artist-more specifically an actor.Performing is the most untainted way toexperience a moment.  Everything stands still and Ifeel at once that everything has slowed down; I amthat moment and that moment is I and everythingand everyone exists in it.  I am not trying to askmyself what my place is in the world, if I’m smart,funny, ambitious, mean, compassionate, if I willhave a good life, if I am loved, if I understand love.All worry, doubt, and expectation vanish.  What ismost difficult to grapple with is how powerless ourminds really are.  We can analyze and worry andanticipate all we want, but it has no real affect onour reality.  Of course we can act and make choicesthat shape our lives, but how much time do we

spend thinking about what’s already been done,regretting before we’ve acted, or remaininginactive out of fear of the outcome.  This shouldnot be so hard to accept, but we cling so dearly tothinking about thinking as our anchor to controlthat we avoid really living.  Why is it so hard toachieve this since it requires no effort? Why are weso prone to be in a state of inner-conflict andtension? We preoccupy ourselves with categories,words, and boxes to qualify our lives; in this waywe stop learning new ideas.  We define in terms wealready know, we act in ways we already know areacceptable or explored, we judge and scrutinizebecause we fear what we do not understand, “Inthe widest sense of the word, to name is tointerpret experience by the past, to translate itinto terms of memory, to bind the unknown intothe system of the known” (The Wisdom of

Insecurity, 100).  Rather than allow the world tocolor itself in, letting its reality wash over us, wefear the reality will disappoint us. We are goal-oriented, schematic thinkers whom need clearmarkers of success to feel safe, but we never do.As long as we are trying to escape the moment weare in, we are only chasing an idea of security andfreedom.  We like to escape the idea of ourinsignificance, but why?  The moments when theworld swirls around me and I feel I can Icomprehend what a small speck I am in a largerworld are the moments I am most present.  In thepresent, I have no choice, but to be authentic.  Onlywhen we are authentic do we offer a truly uniquevoice to the world, only then do we create. 


